Enterprise SaaS Compliance:

CloudCompass

SO LUT I O N OV E RV I E W

Mitigate legal and compliance risk caused
by continuous change in cloud software.

Challenges We Address
Cloud-based software such as Microsoft 365 (M365) is always evolving. Thanks to continuous product
updates and constant improvement of cloud platforms, customers are able to garner the benefits of having
the most recent, best versions of software. But this rapid rate of change presents real risks for compliance.
Keeping track of technology changes in order to manage legal and compliance programs is not new, but
the fast-paced nature of that function now requires exponentially increased time allocation and a deep
focus from a unique mix of technology and legal expertise. With every cloud software release, it’s critical
to uncover the updates with material program impacts and to summarize the actions required to assure
defensibility, mitigate compliance risk, and maintain day-to-day legal operations, which are difficult for
organizations to source and manage alone.

Benefits We Provide
CloudCompass is a membership-based program designed to prepare and enable organizations to stay
compliant amidst changes in the dynamic M365 cloud environment, without shouldering the lift and cost
of internalizing specialty resources. CloudCompass includes our industry-first Risk and Recommendations
(R2) Report™, which provides timely recommendations that are prioritized by risk, enabling you to maintain
compliance and defensibly mitigate risk with your legal programs in M365. Backed by M365 product experts
along with legal and compliance subject-matter experts, CloudCompass is committed to continuously
monitoring, analyzing, and testing relevant aspects of M365 releases and offering members expert guidance.
With CloudCompass, members can quickly and efficiently maintain legal, compliance, ediscovery, and
information governance programs.

ON AVERAGE, FOR EVERY
1000 PRODUCT UPDATES,

25%+

ARE UPDATES RELATED TO
EDISCOVERY, OF WHICH

CloudCompass Subscription Includes:

5%+

REPRESENT HIGH
COMPLIANCE RISKS

R2 REPORT™

ANNUAL HEALTH CHECK

FRONTLINE WORKSHOP

Our industry-leading Risk and
Recommendations (R2) Report
provides a risk assessment, impact
assessment, and recommended
actions for each relevant release
on the roadmap.

Assessment and validation
of your legal and compliance
workflows.

A two-day team workshop to
review trending topics, best
practices, and emerging tech.

Summary
CloudCompass membership empowers organizations to stay in front of change and assure that programs remain
current, compliant, and defensible in Microsoft 365.
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